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We bridge the gap between analog and 
digital.
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Imagine a
lead generation
machine disguised
as a website
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In the digital age, your organization’s 
website must:

1. Speak to your ideal audience with a defined voice

2. Convey your mission in a way that resonates
with that audience

3. Drive that audience to convert



In 2020, Jason Courtepatte had a vision 
for an association, SEAAA.

He did all the heavy lifting to build his 
association, his team, and his programs.

On top of that, he secured charitable 
status for his association.



As part of this process, he built a 
one-page website outlining the 

association’s mission statement, 
values, and mandate.





What was missing?

Why weren’t people partnering, 
donating to, or engaging with his 

association online?



The SEAAA site was basically a static 
list of details about the association.
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On top of the mechanical factors
(site structure, contact form, etc.),

the site had no way to resonate with 
SEAAA’s ideal audience.



So, we worked with Jason to delve into 
SEAAA’s:

1. Core offers (are they well presented?)

2. Core messaging (a conversion copywriting 
approach)

3. Site mechanics (is there a clear path to conversion?)



And rebuilt the site:





Today, SEAAA is partnering with large 
national organizations in the

energy and agriculture sectors
as association sponsors.



So, how can you make your website 
your best marketing tool?



Start with a performance website checklist:
Defined ICP (Ideal Client Profiles)
Defined brand voice
Defined market offer
Compelling storytelling
Social proof
Clear calls-to-action
Fast loading times
Responsive design
Easy navigation
Polished, modern design
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Messaging building blocks of every page on your site:



Then, take the time to uncover your 
most effective marketing channel

(for us, it’s LinkedIn)
and deploy daily or weekly content to 

drive your ICP to your website.



What it should look like:
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